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Rainfall-Runoff-Inundation (RRI) Model simulates various hydrologic processes 

including rainfall-runoff, stream flow propagation and flood inundation in an 

integrated manner at a river basin scale. The model solves diffusive wave equations 

applied to flows on ground surface and subsurface on the two dimensional basis. 

The model is designed to be applicable even to large river basins with limited data 

by utilizing satellite-based information. The model application includes flood 

prediction and risk assessment, in particular at a basin with large floodplains. This 

technical manual describes the basic concept with equations, step-by-step model 

application and the advance use of the RRI model. 
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1. Outline of Rainfall-Runoff-Inundation (RRI) Model 
 

1.1 Model Structure Overview 
 
Rainfall-Runoff-Inundation (RRI) model is a two-dimensional model capable of simulating 
rainfall-runoff and flood inundation simultaneously (Sayama et al., 2012). The model deals 
with slopes and river channels separately. At a grid cell in which a river channel is located, 
the model assumes that both slope and river are positioned within the same grid cell. The 
channel is discretized as a single line along its centerline of the overlying slope grid cell. The 
flow on the slope grid cells is calculated with the 2D diffusive wave model, while the channel 
flow is calculated with the 1D diffusive wave model. For better representations of 
rainfall-runoff-inundation processes, the RRI model simulates also lateral subsurface flow, 
vertical infiltration flow and surface flow. The lateral subsurface flow, which is typically 
more important in mountainous regions, is treated in terms of the discharge-hydraulic 
gradient relationship, which takes into account both saturated subsurface and surface flows. 
On the other hand, the vertical infiltration flow is estimated by using the Green-Ampt model. 
The flow interaction between the river channel and slope is estimated based on different 
overflowing formulae, depending on water-level and levee-height conditions. 
 

 
Schematic diagram of Rainfall-Runoff-Inundation (RRI) Model 
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Model Features 
1) Rainfall-runoff and inundation simultaneously with diffusion wave approximations. 
2) Subsurface flow (lateral subsurface and vertical infiltration) is simulated for physical 

representations of rainfall-runoff processes. 
3) One-dimensional diffusive wave river routing and its interaction with the slope model. 

 
 
1.2 Governing Equations of RRI Model 
 
A method to calculate lateral flows on slope grid-cells is characterized as “a storage 
cell-based inundation model" (e.g. Hunter et al. 2007). The model equations are derived 
based on the following mass balance equation (1) and momentum equation (2) for gradually 
varied unsteady flow. 
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where h is the height of water from the local surface, qx and qy are the unit width discharges 
in x and y directions, u and v are the flow velocities in x and y directions, r is the rainfall 
intensity, f is the infiltration rate, H is the height of water from the datum, ρw is the density 
of water, g is the gravitational acceleration, and tx and ty are the shear stresses in x and y 
directions. The second terms of the right side of (2) and (3) are calculated with the Manning’s 
equation. 
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where n is the Manning’s roughness parameter.  
 
Under the diffusion wave approximation, inertia terms (the left side terms of (2) and (3)) are 
neglected. Moreover, by separating x and y directions (i.e. ignoring v and u terms in 
equations (2) and (3) respectively), the following equations are derived: 
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where sgn is the signum function. 
 
The RRI model spatially discretizes mass balance equation (1) as follows: 
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where qxi,j, qyi,j are x and y direction discharges from a grid cell at (i, j). 
 
By combining the equations of (6), (7) and (8), water depths and discharges are calculated at 
each grid cell for each time step. One important difference between the RRI model and other 
inundation models is that the former uses different forms of the discharge-hydraulic 
gradient relationship, so that it can simulate both surface and subsurface flows with the 
same algorithm. The RRI model replaces the equations (6) and (7) with the following 
equations of (9) and (10), which were originally conceptualized by Ishihara and Takasao  
(1962) and formulated with a single variable by Takasao and Shiiba (1976, 1988) based on 
kinematic wave approximations. The first equations in (9) and (10) (h ≤ d) describe the 
saturated subsurface flow based on the Darcy law, while the second equations (da ≤ h) 
describe the combination of the saturated subsurface flow and the surface flow. Note that for 
the kinematic wave model, the hydraulic gradient is assumed to be equal to the topographic 
slope, whereas the RRI model assumes the water surface slope as the hydraulic gradient. 
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where ka is the lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity and da is the soil depth times the 
effective porosity. 
 
Equations (11) and (12) can be also used to simulate the effect of unsaturated, saturated 
subsurface flow and surface flow with the single variable of h (Tachikawa et al. 2004, 
Sayama and McDonnell 2009 for English). 
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β
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Note that to assure the continuity of the discharge change when h = dm, the lateral hydraulic 
conductivity in unsaturated zone (km) can be computed by km = ka / β, so that km is no longer 
the model parameter. 
 
These stage-discharge relationship equations were originally developed to be applied to 
humid forest areas with a high permeable soil layer, where a lateral subsurface flow is the 
dominant runoff generation mechanism. On the other hand, for relatively flat areas, the 
vertical infiltration process during the first period of rainfall has more impact on large-scale 
flooding; therefore, the vertical infiltration can be treated as loss for event-based simulation. 
Here we calculate infiltration loss f with the Green-Ampt infiltration model (Raws et al., 

1992). 
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where kv is the vertical saturated hydraulic conductivity, f is the soil porosity, θi is the initial 
water volume content, Sf is the suction at the vertical wetting front and F is the cumulative 
infiltration depth.  
 
Typically for mountainous areas where lateral subsurface flow and saturated excess 
overland flow dominate, the equations (9) and (10) (or (11) and (12)) can be used with setting 
f equals to be zero. (Note that the equations (9) and (10) (or (11) and (12)) implicitly assume 
that the vertical infiltration rate within the soil is infinity.) On the other hand, for plain 
areas where infiltration excess overland flow dominates, the surface flow equations (6) and 
(7) can be used with the consideration of vertical infiltration by equation (13). If the vertical 
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infiltration f is set to be non-zero and the lateral subsurface equations are used instead of the 
surface flow equation, the lateral subsurface water is infiltrated to bedrock by the rate of f. 
 
As one can see from the equations, the parameter values of ka, km and kv decide which 
equations to be used; i.e. (6) and (7) are used when ka and km are zero, (9) and (10) are used 
when km is zero, and (13) is inactivated when kv is zero. 

 
1.3 One-dimensional River Routing Model 
 
A one-dimensional diffusive wave model is applied to river grid cells. The geometry is 
assumed to be rectangle, whose shapes are defined by width W, depth D and embankment 
height He. When detailed geometry information is not available, the width and depth are 
approximated by the following function of upstream contributing area A [km2]. 

WS
W ACW = (14) 

DS
D ACD = (15) 

where CW, SW, CD and SD are geometry parameters. Here the units of W and D are meters. 
 
 
1.4 River and Slope Water Exchange 

 
Water exchange between a slope grid cell and an overlying river grid cell is calculated at 
each time step depending on the relationship among the levels of slope water, river water, 
levee crown and ground. The figure below shows four different conditions. For each 
condition, different overtopping formulae are applied to calculate the unit length discharge 
from slope to river (qsr) or from river to slope (qrs), which are then multiplied by the length of 
the river vector at each grid cell to calculate the total exchange flow rate (Iwasa and Inoue, 
1982). 
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(a) When the river water level is lower than the ground level, qsr is calculated by the 
following step fall formula. 

sssr ghhq 1µ=  (16) 

where µ1 is the constant coefficient (=(2/3)3/2), and hs is the water depth on a slope cell. As 
far as the river water level is lower than the ground level, the same equation is used even for 
the case with levees so that the slope water can flow into the river. 
 
(b) When the river water level is higher than the ground level and both the river and slope 
water levels are lower than the levee height, no water exchange is assumed between the 
slope and river. 
 
(c) When the river water level is higher than the levee crown and the slope water level, the 
following formula is used to calculate overtopping flow qrs from river to slope. 
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where µ2 and µ3 are the constant coefficients (=0.35, 0.91), and h1 is the difference between 
the river water level and the levee crown. 
 
(d) When the slope water level is higher than the levee height and the river water level, the 
same formula as (17) is used to calculate overtopping flow qsr from slope to river. In this case, 
h1 is the elevation difference between the slope and the river, and h2 is the elevation 
difference between the river and the levee crown. 

 

1.5 Numerical Scheme 

 

To solve equations (8), (9) and (10), the fifth-order Runge-Kutta method with adaptive 
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time-step control is applied. This method solves an ordinary differential equation by the 
general fifth-order Runge-Kutta formula and estimates its error by an embedded forth-order 
formula to control the time-step (Cash and Karp 1990, Press et al. 1992). 
The general form of the fifth-order Runge-Kutta formula is 
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while the embedded forth-order formula (Cash and Karp 1990) is  
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By subtracting ht+1 minus h*t+1, the error can be estimated by using k1 to k6 as follows, 
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The constant values (ai, bij, ci, ci*) used in this study are the ones introduced by Cash and 
Karp (1990). If δ exceeds a desired accuracy δd, ht+1 is recalculated with a smaller time step 
(∆tpost). 
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As described above, the RRI model calculates slopes, rivers and slope-river interactions. 
Model users specify the time step for slope-river interaction ∆t, which is also used as an initial 
time step for slope calculations. Since river calculations usually require smaller time steps 
because of higher water velocities and depths, the model allows river calculations to proceed 
independently with different time steps until the next river-slope calculation time step. The 
initial time step for river calculation (∆tr) can be also specified by model users as the common 
divisor of ∆t. In this study, δd = 0.01, ∆t = 600 sec. and ∆tr = 60 sec. were used. 
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2. Getting Started 
 
There are essentially five steps to conduct RRI Model simulation. 
1. Preparing topography data (Section 3) 
2. Preparing input rainfall data (Section 4) 
3. Preparing model condition files with parameter settings (Section 5) 
4. Executing RRI Model. (Section 6) 
5. Plotting output data (Section 7) 
 
Among the five steps, only the essence of step 4 and 5 are described here with sample data of 
the Solo River Basin (in 30 sec resolution) in Indonesia. 
 
2.1 Compile 

 
Unzip “RRI_1.4.1.zip” and save it on a working directory ( e.g. C:/ ). 

 
Open CUI environment where you can compile Fortran programs 
 

(For Intel Fortran Users on Windows) 
Start  Program  Intel(R) Software Development Tools  Intel(R) Fortran Compiler ** 
 Fortran Build Environment for Applications running on … 

 
Move current directory to “/RRI/Model/”, then type “make_1_4_1.bat” and enter to create 
“0_rri_1_4_1.exe”.  (Command “cd directory_name” is used to enter the directory, “cd ../” is 
used to move up one directory, and “dir” is used to list all files and directories in the current 
directory. To move D directory, just type “D:” and enter) 

 
Also type “makePostProsess.bat” and enter to create “calcHydro.exe” and “calcPeak.exe”, 
which are used for post processing. 
 
Make sure if “0_rri_1_4_1.exe”, “calcHydro.exe” and “calcPeak.exe” are newly created. 
 
Note: If Intel Fortran Compiler is not available on your PC, use another Fortran compiler (e.g. 
gfortran) to compile. Although the performance is not guaranteed, using the precompiled 
executable files (0_rri_1_4_1.exe) is an option (on 64 bit windows machine). In that case, run 
the following redistribution patch program before running the RRI executable files:  
(/etc/w_fcompxe_redist_msi_2011.10.325/w_fcompxe_redist_intel64_2011.10.325.msi) 
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that “hr_000001.out” represents the spatial distribution of river water depths in [m] at the 
output time step 1. “hs_000001.out” and “qr_000001.out” represent those of slope water 
depths in [m] and river discharge in [m3/s], respectively. 
 
 
2.3 Post Analysis 

 
2.3.1 Visualize Inundation Depth (./out/hs_***.out) with GNUPLOT 

 
Run a GNUPLOT installation program “RRI/etc/gp463-win32-setup.exe” and install it onto 
your PC. If the installation is successful, “gnuplot” folder is appeared under All programs of 
windows. Choose “gnuplot 4.6” to run GNUPLOT. 
 
Open “RRI/Model/hs.plt” with a text editor. It is a GNUPLOT script file to convert from the 
simulation outputs (e.g. ./out/hs_***.out) to gif files to visualize inundation depth 
distributions. 
 

 

reset 
 
set terminal gif medium size 672, 408 crop 
 
set pm3d map 
set palette defined (0.0 "gray", 1.5 "blue", 3 "green") 
 
set xrange [0:] 
set yrange [:] reverse 
set zrange [0:] reverse 
 
#set xrange [180:200] 
#set yrange [435:455] reverse 
 
set cbrange[0.:3] 
set zrange[0.0:] 
 
set output "./hs/hs_000001.gif" 
splot "./out/hs_000001.out" matrix t "000001 / 000096" 
 
set output "./hs/hs_000002.gif" 
splot "./out/hs_000002.out" matrix t "000002 / 000096" 
 
set output "./hs/hs_000003.gif" 
splot "./out/hs_000003.out" matrix t "000003 / 000096" 

From RRI output (hs_***.out) to gif 

hs_plt.txt 
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From GNUPLOT screen, open and select “hydrograph.plt”, which is a GNUPLOT script file 
to plot hydrograph from the “disc_Cepu.txt”. 

 
 

2.3.3 Compute and visualize peak inundation depths 
 
Look at “RRI/Model/calcPeak.txt” (see more details “RRI/etc/calcPeak/00_readme.txt”) and 
edit the file if necessary. 

   L1 : [in] dem file 
   L2 : [in] output file (e.g. ./out/hs_***.out) 
   L3 : [in] the number of output files 
   L4 : [out] output peak inundation depth file (e.g. ./infile/solo30s/hpeak_30s_solo.txt) 
 

Execute “calcPeak.exe”. Then the file “hpeak_30s_solo.txt” is created under /infile/solo30s/ 
 

 

ncols         336  
nrows         204  
xllcorner     110.2  
yllcorner     -8.3  
cellsize      0.00833333333333 
NODATA_value  -9999  
 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 
-9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 
-9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 
-9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 

hpeak_30s_solo.txt 
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3. Preparing Input Topography Data 
 
This section shows the method to prepare topography data input to the RRI Model. The 
topography data can be prepared by a user or downloaded from the website of USGS 
HydroSHEDS, which is a global scale dataset offered by the United States Geological Survey 
(USGS). The dataset includes elevation, flow direction and flow accumulation. 
 
From the downloaded topographic dataset, a user must clip out the target river basin and 
save them as ESRI/ASCII format files. Then using a program included in RRI Model package, 
one adjusts the original DEM and flow direction data to be suitable for the RRI simulation. 
The following chart shows the procedure descried in this section. In the previous section, the 
30 second resolution of the Solo River Basin data was used, whereas this section presents how 
to prepare the topographic data in 15 second. 
 
The flow of the procedure is as follows. 

 
 

3.1 Downloading HydroSHEDS Data 
 
The following three types of topography data must be downloaded from HydroSHEDS 
website for RRI simulation. 
 

1) Elevation data 
3 arc-second (about 90 m), 15 arc-second (about 500 m), and 30 arc-second (about 1,000 
m ) are available. 

2) Flow direction data  

Download HydroSHEDS dataset 

Create a Point Shapefile to identify a catchment outlet 

Delineate a target catchment with the outlet and flow direction information 

Convert the dem, dir and acc to ASCII data 

Using the catchment raster, extract dem, dir and acc 

Adjust dem and dir for RRI simulation 
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3.2 Delineating HydroSHEDS Data using ArcGIS 
(If ArcGIS is inaccessible, skip this section and go to 3.3 to use free GLASS GIS) 

 
① Start ArcMap, and read in the unzipped files by selecting [File]＞[Add Data]. (Or use icon 

of “Add Data” on the standard tool bar). Perform the same operation for all the three types 
(dem, dir, acc) of topography data. 

 

 
 
※Selecting the folder to connect 
If the folder you need to connect is not displayed in the window, click “Connect to Folder” to 
connect to the working folder. 
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③ Display the flow accumulation data (i.e. as_acc_15s) on top screen (change the color range 

to show river network clearly). Then find your target river and decide the rectangular 
range, which covers all upstream contributing area. (At this stage, the following rectangle 
range should be just written down on your notebook and no operation is necessary with 
GIS.) 

 

 

 

 
(The range should be written down on your notebook.) 

 
④ Show arc catalog (from the main menu, [Windows]  [Catalog]). 
On the arc catalog, “Folder Connections” to a working folder (e.g. /RRI/StudySite/Solo15s/gis/) 
and right click to choose New  Shapefile to create a point Shapefile (e.g. Outlet). 

 

110.2 

-6.6 

113.0 

-8.3 

e.g.) Solo River 
 

Solo River Basin 

Refer to coordinate 
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① Prepare “./etc/scaleUp/scaleUp.txt” file: 

 

 
 

② Execute “./etc/scaleUp/scaleUp.exe” and find the created three sets of the topographic 
data indicated in L5, L6 and L7 in scaleUp.txt 

 
 
3.5 DEM Data Adjustment 

 
There are some hollows in the original HydroSHEDS elevation data. Some of them represent 
actual topographic features, while some of them are caused due to the intrinsic characteristics 
of DEM. For example, deep and narrow valley, in which a river flows, may be blocked by 
surrounding topography because of the DEM resolution. In that case, the simulated water 
depths and river discharges with the original DEM are unrealistic. 
 
Therefore, the following DEM adjustment is always recommended to avoid the unrealistic 
hollows in the original DEM. The provided program called demAdjust2 (/RRI/etc/demAdjust2) 
follows the flow direction of HydroSHEDS and remove all the negative slope along the flow 
direction by carving and lifting the original DEM. 
 
The algorithm of demAdjust2 is as follows; 
1. Based on the flow direction, demAdjust2 finds upstream cells (i.e. cells with no inflow). 
2. Among the detected upstream cells, searching order is determined from the total length of 
the flow paths from each upstream cell to its most downstream cell. 
3. Following the above decided order, demAdjust2 adjusts elevations based on the following 
procedures. 
  1) The negative elevation is set to be zero. 
  2) Lifting: If a single cell is extremely low (likely as a noise error) compared to its upstream 
and downstream cells, the cell’s elevation will be replaced by the same elevation as the 
upstream cell. The parameter “lift” is used as the threshold to detect sudden drop and its 
default value is set to be 500 m. 

./dem_solo_30s.txt 

./dir_solo_30s.txt 

./acc_solo_30s.txt 
3 
./dem_solo_90s.txt 
./dir_solo_90s.txt 
./acc_solo_90s.txt 

scaleUp.txt 

multiple factor for upscaling 

input files 

output files 
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  3) Carving: If the elevation suddenly increases along the flow direction, the cell’s elevation 
will be replaced by the same elevation as the upstream cell. The parameter “carve” is used as 
the threshold to detect the sudden increase and its default value is 5 m. 
  4) Lifting and Carving: By searching from the most upstream, it finds a cell whose 
downstream elevation is higher than that cell (point L). By searching from point L toward 
downstream, it finds a cell whose downstream is lower than that cell (point H). The point L is 
lifted and point H is carved by the parameter “increment”, whose default is 0.01 m. 
 
The demAdjust2 program conducts each of the above procedure repeatedly for each flow path 
ways from all the detected upstream cells until all negative slopes are removed. Note that the 
above procedure does not change flow direction. 
 
Run demAdjustment2 program in /RRI/etc/demAdjust2. 
 

The process is necessary even if a user would like to use original dem data. “demAdjust2” 
program modifies not only “dem” data but also flow direction data “dir”. The modified “dir” 
(named as “adir”) has flow direction equals to zero at outlet cells. This operation must be 
done and “adir” always must be used for RRI simulation. Also note that there is no 
correction for “acc”, so use the original “acc” regardless the demAdjust2 procedure. 

 
Read the adjusted dem and dir data to ArcGIS to visualize the data. 

Select [ArcToolBox]＞[Conversion tool]＞[Conversion from raster]＞[ASCII→Raster].  

“adem”, “adir”, “acc” are the three important topography data for the RRI simulation. 
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4.2.3 Delineating GSMaP Data for Target Area 

 
① First, save GSMaP rainfall data in a folder (e.g. infile). 
② Execute the bat file “/etc/GSMaP/makeList.bat” to prepare a file list named as "list.txt” 

 

③ After revising the following, compile and execute [read_GSMaP_0.1deg.f90.] 

xll : 110.2000  
yll : -8.300000  
xur : 113.0000  
yur : -6.600000  
  
xll_rain  :    110.1250 
yll_rain  :   -8.375000 
xur_rain :    113.1250 
yur_rain :   -6.375000 
 
jleft : 440 
ibottom : 273 
jright : 452 
itop : 265 
 
xllcorner_rain (raster) :  110.0000 
yllcorner_rain (raster) :  -8.500000 
cellsize_rain   : 0.2500000 

dir /b infile > list.bat 

Information that is necessary to 
delineate GSMaP 
(jleft, ibottom, iright, itop) 

Rainfall location information to 
be specified in the RRI_Input.txt 
(xllcorner, yllcorner, cellsize) 

Revise the pass, then 
save and execute. 

When executed, 
[list.txt] is created 

out_by_calc_area.txt 
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4.3.3 Delineating 3B42RT Data for Target Area 
 
① The following process uses “bash script”. Windows users may install “clink” program to 

run bash scripts (*.sh) on windows command prompt. The “clink” program can be 
downloaded from:  http://code.google.com/p/clink/ 

② To calculate the suitable range for the delineation, /etc/3B42RT/calc_area.f90 program 
can be used. See details in 4.2.2 because the same process is applied also to GSMaP data 
extraction. 

③ Execute "bash unzip.sh" in /etc/3B42RT/read/ to unzip the downloaded files 
under ./etc/3B42RT/read/infile. 

④ Edit "read_rt_file.sh" file to set extraction range in L4 to L7 (jleft, ibottom, jright, itop) 
suggested by calc_area.f90. 

⑤ Execute "bash read_rt_file.sh" to extract data 
Note: the extract does not run if the same output files already exist 

⑥ Edit "combine.sh" by setting the extraction range in L4 to L7 (jleft, ibottom, jright, itop) 
suggested by "out_by_calc_area.txt", and set output file name on L9. Also edit L14, L17 
and L20 to indicate which year, month and day of the data should be processed. 

⑦ Execute "bash ./combine.sh" to combine all rainfall files to create the RRI input, so that 
the rainfall file, which can be read by the RRI program, will be created. 

 
4.4 Format of Input Rainfall Data for RRI Model 
 
Here is the format of the input rainfall data used for RRI Model. By specifying the cell size, 
xll_corner and yll_corner of the rainfall data into a control file of RRI model (i.e. 
“RRI_Input.txt”), the model can overlay the rainfall distribution even if the ranges and the 
resolutions are different from topographic data as far as the rainfall data covers all the 
simulation extent. 
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4.5 Calculation of Catchment Average Rainfall 
 
To calculate catchment average rainfall from the input rainfall data, a user can use 
“./etc/rainBasin.f90” program. To run the program, “rainBasin.txt” must be prepared in the 
following way. 

 

 
 

   L1 : [in] rainfall file (RRI format) [mm/h] 
   L2 : [in] catchment mask file (e.g. dem file) 
   L3 : [in] rainfall xll corner 
   L4 : [in] rainfall yll corner 
   L5 : [in] rainfall cellsize (x, y) 
   L6 : [out] hyetograph [mm/h] 

L7 : [out] total rainfall distribution map [mm] 
L8 : [out] cumulative rainfall [mm] 
 

Executing “rainBasin.exe” creates three output files identified in L6, L7 and L8 to show 
hyetograph, total rainfall distribution map and cumulative rainfall, respectively. 

 
Note: To calculate average rainfall over a sub-catchment, one can replace the file indicated in 
L2. First, one can use GIS to delineate the sub-catchment and convert the mask into ASCII 
GIS format. For areas having pixel values greater than -10 will be considered as a 
sub-catchment area. 

 
 

../../Model/infile/solo30s/rain_solo_30s_gauge.dat 

../../Model/infile/solo30s/dem_solo_30s.txt 
110.2d0 
-8.3d0 
0.00833333d0 0.00833333d0 
rain_hyeto.txt 
rain_dist.txt 
rain_cum.txt 

rainBasin.txt 
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5. Conditions Setting for RRI Simulation 
 

5.1 Folder Configuration 
 
The following shows the folder configuration and roles of each folder in /RRI/Model 

 
 

-Folders- 
infile：Stores following sets of input data for each project 

・Adjusted topography data (adem) 
・Flow accumulation data (acc) 
・Adjusted flow direction data (adir) 
・Rainfall data 
(optional) 
・Land use data 
・Initial and boundary conditions 

out：Stores simulation results for each output time step 
・hr_：River water depth [m] 
・hs_：Slope water depth [m] 
・qr_：River discharge [m3/s] 
・qu_：Slope discharge for x direction [m3/s] 
・qv_：Slope discharge for y direction [m3/s] 
・gampt_ff：Green-Ampt cumulative water depth [m] 
・storage.dat：water balance checking file 

source : Fortran source programs of RRI Model 
hs : Stores figures of inundation depths (hs) by gnuplot 

 
         

   
        

   
        

   

【Important Files】 
・make_1_4_1.bat : Compiling RRI model source (use Makefile_1_4_1 for UNIX/LINUX) 

・0_rri_1_4_1.exe: RRI model execution file 

・RRI_Input.txt : RRI model control file 

 
【Other Programs and Files】 
・makePostProcess.bat : Compiling calcHydro.exe and calcPeak.exe 

・calcHydro.exe : hydrograph calculation program (post processing) 

・calcPeak.exe : peak inundation depth calculation program (post processing) 

・hs.plt : gnuplot script to create inundation depths figures (prepared by /etc/prepHsPlt) 

[/RRI/Model] 
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5.2 RRI Model Control File (RRI_Input.txt) 

 

 
 
Note that #comment is allowed only for lines with numbers like L8 to L16, but it is not 
allowed for lines with characters like L3 to L6. 
 
L1 : Version of the control file format. 
This version has to be compatible with the RRI program version. When RRI Model version is 
updated, user may be requested to modify this control file to be suitable for the updated 
version. 
 
L3 – L6 : Paths of the input files (rainfall, dem, acc, dir) 
Note that adjusted direction file having zero at the outlet must be read in the flow direction 
column. This adjustment (for dem and dir) can be implemented through the process of 
demAdjust2. 
 
L8 : Topographic and rainfall data coordinate system (UTM (1) or Lat Lon(0)) 
L9 : Simulating with 4- (0) or 8-direction (1) by the two dimensional model [default : 1] 
L10 : Simulation period [hour] 
L11 : Simulation time step [sec], [default : 600 sec] 
L12 : Simulation time step for river [sec], [default : 60 sec] 
The above time steps are just initial setting. The adaptive Runge-Kutta algorithm used for 
RRI simulation may shorten the time steps if necessary. 

L1   RRI_Input_Format_Ver1_4_1 
L2   
L3   ./infile/solo30s/rain_solo_30s_gauge.dat 
L4   ./infile/solo30s/adem2_solo_30s.txt 
L5   ./infile/solo30s/acc_solo_30s.txt 
L6   ./infile/solo30s/adir_solo_30s.txt 
L7  
L8   0   # utm(1) or latlon(0) 
L9   1   # 4-direction (0), 8-direction(1) 
L10  360  # lasth [hour] 
L11  600  # dt [sec] 
L12  60   # dt_riv [sec] 
L13  96   # outnum [-] 
L14  110.2d0  # xllcorner_rain 
L15  -8.3d0  # yllcorner_rain 
L16  0.00833333d0 0.00833333d0   # cellsize_rain 
L17 

RRI_Input.txt 
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L13 : Number of output files 
Simulation period specified above is equally divided for simulation output.  
L14 – L16 : South west coordinate and resolution of rainfall data 
Number of col and row are written in the rainfall data. 
 

 

 
L18 : Manning’s roughness in river channel 
 
L19 : Number of landuse 
Parameter sets specified below should correspond to the number of landuse specified here. 
For example, if there are three landuse types in a catchment, write three different parameter 
sets. Prepare also the landuse map which has numbers from one to three, so that the 
parameter sets described below will be assigned to each landuse grid cell. First column 
parameters are assigned to landuse type “1” in the landuse map. 
 
L20 : diffusion (1) or kinematic (0) [default : 1] 
The default mode of RRI model uses diffusion wave equations. However, by setting zero here, 
RRI model can use kinematic wave approximation. 
 
L21 : Manning’s roughness on slope cells 
L22 : Soil depths [m] 
L23 : Effective porosity [-] 
 
L25, L26 : Green-Ampt infiltration model parameters 
Set ksv = 0 for inactivating Green-Ampt infiltration model. 

L18  0.03d0  # ns_river 
L19  1   # num_of_landuse 
L20  1   # diffusion(1) or kinematic(0) 
L21  0.4d0  # ns_slope 
L22  0.0d0  # soildepth 
L23  0.475d0  # gammaa 
L24 
L25  0.d0  # ksv 
L26  0.3163d0  # faif 
L27 
L28  0.0d0  # ka 
L29  0.0d0  # gammam 
L30  0.0d0  # beta 
L31 

RRI_Input.txt 
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L51 – L55 : Initial water depth on slope, river, groundwater and GA Model cumulative by files 
(optional) 
If one would like to set initial water depths on slope and river for each grid cell, set 1 in L51 
and prepare the initial condition distribution files specified in L52, L53, L54 and L55. Note 
that the format of the files is the same as RRI model output. 

 

 

 
L57 – L59 : Water depths boundary conditions (optional) 
L57 : Slope water depths boundary conditions, L58 : River water depths boundary conditions 
See Section 8 for the format of the boundary condition files. Use flag 1 for one-dimensional 
data format (i.e. time series data at specific boundary condition locations). Use flag 2 in case 
the boundary condition files are prepared in two-dimensional data format, whose number of 
grid-cells must be the same as the topographic data including dem, dir, and acc. In both cases, 

L51  0 0 0 0 
L52  ./infile/solo30s/hs_init_dummy.out 
L53  ./infile/solo30s/hr_init_dummy.out 
L54  ./infile/solo30s/hg_init_dummy.out 
L55  ./infile/solo30s/gampt_ff_init_dummy.out 
L56   
L57  0 0 
L58  ./infile/hs_wlev_bound_dummy.txt 
L59  ./infile/hr_wlev_bound_dummy.txt 
L60   
L61  0 0 
L62  ./infile/hs_disc_bound_dummy.txt 
L63  ./infile/hr_disc_bound_dummy.txt 
L64 

L38  20               # riv_thresh 
L39  5.0d0            # width_param_c 
L40  0.35d0           # width_param_s 
L41  0.95d0           # depth_param_c 
L42  0.20d0           # depth_param_s 
L43  0.d0             # height_param 
L44  20               # height_limit_param 
L45   
L46  0 
L47  ./infile/solo/width_solo.txt 
L48  ./infile/solo/depth_solo.txt 
L49  ./infile/solo/height_solo.txt 
L50 

RRI_Input.txt 

RRI_Input.txt 
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time stamps in the boundary condition can vary within the file. 
 

L61 – L63 : Water discharge boundary conditions (optional) 
(Same as L57 – L59) 
 

 
 

L65 – L66 : Landuse setting (optional) 
If one would like to use multiple parameter sets for different grid-cells, set 1 in L65 and read 
landuse file specified in L66. 
 

L68 – L69 : Dam condition setting (optional) 
RRI model simulates the effect of dam reservoir operations based on simple rule. Refer to the 
source code “RRI_Dam.f90” for details. (See also 8.11) 
 
L71 – L72 : River diversion setting (optional) 
River channel diversion setting (See also 8.10) 
 

L74 – L78 : Evapotranspiration setting (optional) 

L65  0 
L66  ./infile/solo/landuse_solo.txt 
L67 
L68  0 
L69  ./infile/damcnt_ALL.txt 
L70   
L71  0 
L72  ./infile/div_dummy.txt 
L73   
L74  0 
L75  ./infile/potentialET.txt 
L76  110.2d0           # xllcorner_evp 
L77  -8.3d0            # yllcorner_evp 
L78  0.00833333d0 0.00833333d0   # cellsize_rain 
L79   
L80  0 
L81  ./infile/solo30s/section.txt 
L82   
L83  0 
L84  ./infile/solo30s/sec_map.txt 
L85  ./infile/solo30s/section/sec_ 
L86   

RRI_Input.txt 
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Prepare ET file and specify the path on L74. The format of ET file is the same as rainfall. The 
resolution and xll and yll corners can be different from the rainfall file as far as it covers all 
the simulation domain. 
 
L80 – L81 : River length setting (optional) : newly added option to set arbitrary the length of 
river channel for each river grid cell (under preparation for more detail on this option). 
 
L83 – L85 : River cross section settings (optional) : newly added option to set arbitrary cross 
section information for each river grid cell (under preparation for more detail on this option). 
 

 

 
L87 – L97 : Output file settings 
Change the settings of L77 to “1” to output different sets of simulation results listed in the 
same order between L78 and L84 

 

L99 – L100 : Output simulation results in Tecplot format (Optional) 
Set 1 in L86 if one wants to get the input input file for Tecplot to visualize simulation results. 

L87  1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
L88  ./out/hs_ 
L89  ./out/hr_ 
L90  ./out/hg_ 
L91  ./out/qr_ 
L92  ./out/qu_ 
L93  ./out/qv_ 
L94  ./out/gu_ 
L95  ./out/gv_ 
L96  ./out/gampt_ff_ 
L97  ./out/storage.dat 
L98   
L99  0 
L100  ./tecout.dat 

RRI_Input.txt 
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③ Read the header part (red box in the above figure) of the topographic data and copy the 

same information in the Excel file (i.e. /RRI/etc/coordinate.xlsx). 
 

  

 
④ Type x and y (or lon and lat) coordinate of the target point, then the calculated mesh 

coordinate (loc_i, loc_j) appears in (E4, E5). 
 

(“coordinate.xlsx” can be used also to convert from (loc_i, loc_j) to (lon, lat). 
 
7.4 Visualize Peak Inundation Depths 
 
Fortran program named “calcPeak.exe” can be used to compute the maximum flood depths 
based on RRI Model output (“out/hs_*.out”). See 2.2.3 the procedure more in detail. 

 
① Edit “RRI/Model/calcPeak.txt” file after RRI model execution. 

In “calcPeak.txt”, L1 sets the path of dem file, L2 sets the RRI model output file to 
calculate the peak, and L3 sets the number of output files. L4 defines the output file of 
calcPeak program. See details the readme file of “/etc/calcPeak”. 

② Execute “calcPeak.exe”. (Execute “makePostProcess.bat” if the executable file does not 
exist.) 

③ Check the created files specified in L4 of “calcPeak.txt”. 
④ The obtained peak water data follows ESRI/ASCII format that can be visualized with 

ArcGIS. 
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7.5 Visualize Inundation Depths with Google Earth (Optional) 
 
7.5.1 Preparing KML File 

 
By using “RRI/etc/makeKML.f90”, a kml file (e.g. “runoff.kml”) can be prepared. 
User needs to edit “RRI/etc/Kml_input.txt”. 
 

 

 

 
 
 

<Folder> 
 <GroundOverlay> 
  <TimeSpan> 
   <begin>2007-12-24T00:00Z</begin> 
   <end>2007-12-24T03:45Z</end> 
  </TimeSpan> 
  <Icon> 
    <href>hs_kml/hs_000001.gif</href> 
  </Icon> 
  <LatLonBox> 
   <north>  -6.60000</north> 
   <south>  -8.30000</south> 
   <east> 113.00000</east> 
   <west> 110.20000</west> 
  </LatLonBox> 
 </GroundOverlay> 
… 

2007   12   24    0    0   : Start time (Year Month Day Hour Min ( UTC )) 
  96                      : Number of gif files( ＝ "outnum" of RRI_Input.txt ) 
 3.75                       : Timestep (hourly) ( ≒ "lasth / outnum" of RRI_Input.txt ) 
./infile/solo/adem_30s_solo.txt  : Dem file name (for lat,lon) 
./runoff.kml                 : Output file name 

“Time step” needs to be input as “hourly” data. 
This “Time step” should be “lasth” / ”outnum” input 
in ”RRI_Input.dat”. 

When it is executed, 
“runoff.kml” is output. 

※ The output of “runoff.kml” reads gif files created in the folder of “hs_kml”. 

Kml_input.txt 

runoff.kml 
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7.5.2 Preparing GIF Files with GNUPLOT 

 
The method of plotting “hs_kml.plt” using “gnuplot” is shown below.  

 
① Prepare a gnuplot file (e.g. “RRI/Model/hs_kml.plt”), which can be essentially the 

same as hs.plt explained above. However, the gnuplot script file used here (i.e. 
hs_kml.plt) must have some additional statements in the blue box in the following 
figure. The statements delete unnecessary axis and legends to be appropriately 
overlay on Google Earth. 
 

 

reset 
 
set terminal gif medium size 672, 408 crop 
 
set lmargin 0 
set bmargin 0 
set rmargin 0 
set tmargin 0 
set notics 
set nokey 
unset colorbox 
 
set pm3d map 
set palette defined (0.0 "gray", 1.5 "blue", 3 "green") 
 
set xrange [0:] 
set yrange [:] reverse 
set zrange [0:] reverse 
 
#set xrange [180:200] 
#set yrange [435:455] reverse 
 
set cbrange[0.:3] 
set zrange[0.0:] 
 
set output "./hs_kml/hs_000001.gif" 
splot "./out/hs_000001.out" matrix t "000001 / 000096" 
… 

This part must be added 
to the original hs.plt file. 

hs_kml.plt 

Designate size so that the aspect ratio of 
size and ratio of number of meshes match. 
 

The folder name, “hs_kml” 
should be input here. 

modify 

modify 

add 
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 2007 12 24 00            # start time 
360               # lasth [hour] 
96   # outnum [-] 
 
./Model/infile/solo30s/rain_solo_30s_gauge.dat 
./Model/infile/solo30s/adem_30s_solo.txt 
 
110.2d0          # xllcorner_rain 
-8.3d0           # yllcorner_rain 
0.00833333d0 0.00833333d0   # cellsize_rain 
 
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
./Model/out/hs_ 
./Model/out/hr_ 
./Model/out/hg_ 
./Model/out/qr_ 
./Model/out/qu_ 
./Model/out/qv_ 
./Model/out/gu_ 
./Model/out/gv_ 
./Model/out/gampt_ff_ 
 
./calcTecplot_out.dat 
 
TITLE     = "Internally created data set" 
VARIABLES = "X" 
"Y" 
"DEM (m)" 
"Rainfall (mm/h)" 
"Water depth hs (m)" 
"Water depth hr (m)" 
"Water depth hg (m)" 
"River discharge qr (m3/s)" 
"Slope discharge qu (m3/s)" 
"Slope discharge qv (m3/s)" 
"Ground discharge gu (m3/s) " 
"Ground discharge gv (m3/s)" 
"g-ampt (m)" 
 
ZONE T="Contour T ="  
STRANDID=1, SOLUTIONTIME= 
I=336, J=204, K=1, ZONETYPE=Ordered 
DATAPACKING=POINT 
DT=(SINGLE SINGLE SINGLE SINGLE SINGLE SINGLE SINGLE SINGLE SINGLE 
SINGLE SINGLE SINGLE SINGLE) 

User needs to edit these lines in “calcTecplot.txt”. 
All the lines except for the first line (start time) 
can be copied from “RRI_Input.txt” to be 
compatible with simulation setting. 

calcTecplot.txt 

: Rainfall file ( l.3 ) 
: Dem file ( l.4 ) 

grid data of Rainfall  
( from l.14 to l.16 ) 

Output file name for Tecplot 
(use “dat” for the extention) 

: calculation time ( l.10 ) 
: output file number ( l.13 ) 

Output file from RRI 
(from l.87 to l.96) 

“VARIABLES =” …” shows the variables to 
be displayed on Tecplot. Edit this if 
necessary. 

All data outside the red border are 
header information, which is not 
necessary to be modified. 

: Year, Month, Day, Hour 
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8.3 On Input Evapotranspiration 
 
Current version of RRI Model does not have a function to estimate evapotranspiration from 
climate variables. However, by giving evapotranspiration rate as one of the input files, the 
model takes the equivalent amount of water from surface and subsurface storages. 

RRI_Input_Format_Ver1_4_1 
 
./infile/lowerindus/rain/rain_lower_indus_gauge_2010.dat 
./infile/lowerindus/adem2_lid1k.txt 
./infile/lowerindus/acc_lid1k.txt 
./infile/lowerindus/adir_lid1k.txt 
 
0   # utm(1) or latlon(0) 
1  # 4-direction (0), 8-direction(1) 
2568  # lasth 
600  # dt 
60  # dt_riv 
104  # outnum 
66.0d0  # xllcorner_rain 
23.0d0  # yllcorner_rain 
0.1 0.1  # cellsize_rain 
 

66.0 74.0 

23.0 

35.0 

66.0 

23.0 

66.0 

23.0 
Topography 

0.0083333 degree 
resolution 

Rainfall 
0.1 degree 
resolution 

No need to be the same extent or the same resolutions, 
as far as rainfall data covers entire simulation domain 

ncols        960 
nrows       1440  
xllcorner     66 
yllcorner     23  
cellsize      0.00833333333333 
NODATA_value  -9999 

xllcorner_rain, yllcorner_rain 
cellsize_rain (x, y) are specified  
in RRI_Input.txt 

RRI_Input.txt 
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slope grid, it is not possible to apply different embankment height for different side of the 
river for this option. 
 

 

 
B) The second type of embankment represents roads, railways or other structures that 
prevent water to across. Since the embankment along the main Indus River is located a few 
kilometers apart from the main channel (see above figure), this second type suits better. The 
location information of the embankment was converted to raster data having the same 
resolution with topographic data on ArcGIS. The above mentioned “height” file specified in 
RRI_Input.txt can contain the height information (and therefore the embankment location 
information) on slope grid cells. 
 
Note that even if a user intends to set a continuous embankment apart from a main river, if a 
tributary joins into the river and if the “height” value is set on a river grid cell where width > 
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Finally the re-classed land cover was converted to the ArcGIS/ASCII format and saved it as 
“lu_lid1k.txt”. Note that the file can be read by RRI Model by indicating the file link in 
“RRI_Input.txt”. 
 

 
 
8.7 On Parameter Setting 

 
Model parameter values are defined in RRI_Input.txt. In this section, the general idea to 
decide model parameters are described first, then a calibrated model parameter set for the 
Indus River basin will be shown as an example. 
 
For each land cover class, decide (A), (B) or (C) in the following figure depending on 
infiltration and subsurface processes, so that the number of calibration parameters will be 
limited. 

Lookup Table 
(Indus Example) 

Legend of GLCC-V2 

1 : 1 
2 : 1 
3 : 1 
4 : 1 
5 : 1 
6 : 1 
7 : 1 
8 : 2 
9 : 1 
10 : 1 
11 : 1 
12 : 1 
13 : 1 
14 : 1 
15 : 1 
16 : 1 
17 : 1 
18 : 1 
19 : 2 
20 : 1 
21 : 1 
22 : 1 
23 : 1 
24 : 1 
99 : 1 
100 : 1 

USGS Land Use/Land Cover System Legend (Modified 
Level 2) 
Value  Description 
1  Urban and Built-Up Land 
2  Dryland Cropland and Pasture 
3  Irrigated Cropland and Pasture 
4  Mixed Dryland/Irrigated Cropland 
5  Cropland/Grassland Mosaic 
6  Cropland/Woodland Mosaic 
7  Grassland 
8  Shrubland 
9  Mixed Shrubland/Grassland 
10  Savanna 
11  Deciduous Broadleaf Forest 
12  Deciduous Needleleaf Forest 
13  Evergreen Broadleaf Forest 
14  Evergreen Needleleaf Forest 
15  Mixed Forest 
16  Water Bodies 
17  Herbaceous Wetland 
18  Wooded Wetland 
19  Barren or Sparsely Vegetated 
20  Herbaceous Tundra 
21  Wooded Tundra 
22  Mixed Tundra 
23  Bare Ground Tundra 
24  Snow or Ice 
99  Interrupted Areas 
100  Missing Data 
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Example of parameter values (their recommended ranges) 

Parameters Notation (A) (B) (C) 
n (River) (m-1/3s) ns_river 0.03d0 (0.015 ~ 0.04) 
n (Land) (m-1/3s) ns_slope 0.3 d0 (0.15 ~ 1.0) 
Soil depth (m) soildepth 1.0 d0 (0.5 ~ 2.0) 
Porosity (φ ) (-) gammaa 0.471d0 (0.3 ~ 0.5) 

   
ksv (m/s) ksv 0.d0 5.56d-7 0.d0 

Sf faif inactive 0.273d0 inactive 
     

ka (m/s) ka 0.d0 0.d0 0.1d0 (0.01-0.3) 
Unsat. porosity (-) gammam  Inactive 0.d0 

β beta inactive Inactive inactive 

Note: 0.d0 is used in RRI_Input.txt to represent double precision of 0.0. 
 
For case (A), where only overland flow without infiltration or subsurface flow process are 
considered, set both ksv and ka equal to 0. 
For case (B), where vertical infiltration + infiltration excess overland flow are considered, set 
ka = 0, and the parameter “da” is equal to “soil depth” times “porosity”. 
For case (c), where saturated subsurface + saturation excess overland flow are considered, set 
ksv = 0, and the infiltration limit (defined as a parameter in the previous versions of the RRI 
model) equals to “soil depth” times “porosity”. 
Note that the parameter values in the above table are just one example values (approximate 
ranges).  

(A) Only overland flow 
(no infiltration loss, 
no subsurface flow) 

Surface / subsurface flow conditions 

(B) Vertical infiltration  
+ Infiltration excess 

overland flow 

(C) Saturated subsurface 
+ Saturation excess 

overland flow 
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Note that even though the values in inactive part do not affect the simulation result, a double 
precision value like 0.0d0 must be filled in RRI_Input.txt (see the sample below). 
 
* Set “kgv = 0.d0” to avoid groundwater computation, whose algorithm is under development 
and not completed at RRI ver1.4.1β. 
** If both ka and ksv are set to be non-zero, RRI will stop with an error message. 
 
The following figure shows an example of parameter settings 

 

 
Reference Table : Green-Ampt Infiltration Parameters for different soil texture 

Soil texture class ksv (m/s) φ  [gammaa] Sf (m) [faif] 
Sand 6.54E-05 0.437 0.0495 

Loamy sand 1.66E-05 0.437 0.0613 

Sandy loam 6.06E-06 0.453 0.1101 

Loam 3.67E-06 0.463 0.0889 

Silt loam 1.89E-06 0.501 0.1668 

Sandy clay loam 8.33E-07 0.398 0.2185 

Clay loam 5.56E-07 0.464 0.2088 

Silty clay loam 5.56E-07 0.471 0.273 

Sandy clay 3.33E-07 0.43 0.239 

Silty clay 2.78E-07 0.479 0.2922 

Clay 1.67E-07 0.475 0.3163 

L18  0.03d0  # ns_river 
L19  3   # num_of_landuse 
L20  1 1 1  # diffusion(1) or kinematic(0) 
L21  0.15d0 0.15d0 0.15d0 # ns_slope 
L22  1.0d0 1.0d0 1.0d0  # soildepth 
L23  0.4d0 0.4d0 0.4d0  # gammaa 
L24 
L25  5.556d-7 6.056d-7 0.d0 # ksv 
L26  0.273d0 0.1101d0 0.d0 # faif 
L27   
L28  0.1d0 0.1d0 0.1d0  # ka 
L29  0.0d0 0.0d0 0.0d0  # gammam 
L29  8.0d0 8.0d0 8.0d0  # beta 
L31   
L32  0.d0 0.d0 0.d0  # kgv 
L33 - L36 are inactive under kgv = 0.d0 

RRI_Input.txt 
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From Rawls, W.J. et al.., 1992. Infiltration and soil water movement. In: Handbook of hydrology. New York: 

McGrow-Hill Inc., 5.1–5.51. (Units are conveted for RRI Model) 

 
8.8 On Boundary Condition 

 
The following river boundary conditions were set based on the observed discharges at the 
three locations during the 2010 flood. 
 

 

 
The steps to set river discharge boundary conditions are described below. 
 
① Find locations to provide the boundary conditions. 
 
Viewing acc values on ArcGIS can help you to identify appropriate position with lat lon 
information along a river channel. Use i (identify) icon to find out the coordinate. 
 
Then use the “/etc/coordinate.xls” to convert from the lat lon coordinate to loc_i and loc_j. See 
Section 7.3 on the conversion in detail. 
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After preparing the boundary conditon file (e.g. disc_lid1k_2010.txt) and move the file in the 
appropriate folder (e.g ./infile/lowerindus/), edit the RRI_Input.txt file as follows. 
 

 

 
Another option is to use two-dimension format for setting boundary conditons. In that case, 
prepare the following “setBound.txt” first as the input file to “/RRI/etc/setBound” program, 
which creates the input boundary conditon file (e.g. ./disc_lid1k_2010.txt) on two dimensional 
basis. The two-dimensional boundary condition files can be read with flag 2 on L61. 
 

 

 
In the above example of “setBound.txt”, L1 to L3 are the paths to the topography files (dem, 
acc and dir). L4 is the 1D discharge file (input) prepared above and the L5 is the output of the 
setBound program. L6 indicates the number of points to give the boundary conditions, 
followed by the positions in loc_i and loc_j. 
 

L51  0 0 0 0 
L52  ./infile/lowerindus/hs_init_dummy.out 
L53  ./infile/lowerindus/hr_init_lid1k.txt 
L54  ./infile/lowerindus/hg_init_sample.out 
L55  ./infile/lowerindus/gampt_ff_init_dummy.out 
L56   
L57  0 0 
L58  ./infile/wlev_bound_dummy.txt 
L59  ./infile/hr_bound_dummy.txt 
L60   
L61  0 1 
L62  ./infile/qs bound dummy.txt 
L63  ./infile/lowerindus/bounds/bound_lid_2010.txt 
L64 

../../Model/infile/lowerindus/adem_lid1k.txt 

../../Model/infile/lowerindus/acc_lid1k.txt 

../../Model/infile/lowerindus/adir_lid1k.txt 

./infile/lowerindus/disc_Constant.txt 

../../Model/infile/lowerindus/disc_lid1k_Constant.txt 
3 
119 719 
110 803 
680 602 

setBound.txt 

Write the file name of river discharge boundary 

RRI_Input.txt 
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The created boundary condition files have the same format as the rainfall file. However, 
unlike rainfall files, the number of columns and rows must be exactly the same as the 
topography data, so that RRI Model knows where to give the boundary. 
 
Note that discharge boundary conditions including along river and on slope must have the 
information of the directions. In other words, they should be vector values rather than the 
scalar values. To decide the direction of the discharge boundary conditions, RRI Model refers 
to the flow direction in “dir” file. 
 
Water level boundary conditions on slope and/or river can be also set by changing the value on 
L57 to 1 and specitying the boundary condition file name. The file format is the same as the 
river discharge boundary condion. 
 
8.9 On Initial Condition 

 
RRI Model can take initial conditions for water depths on slope and river as well as the 
cumulative water depth in the Green-Ampt model. The format of the files is the same as the 
output of those variables, so that one can use the output of the RRI as the input for the next 
simulation.  
 
This feature enables the continuous long-term simulation. In order to read the initial 
conditions, L49 to L52 in the RRI_Input.txt must be edited in a same manner as the example 
of the boundary condition setting. 
 
8.10 Diversion option (for advanced users) 

 
RRI model can simulate the effect of diversion in a simple way. The portion of the diversion 
from a main channel to a diversion channel must be pre-defined by a model user and 
described in RRI_Div.f90 program. The followings are the basic steps to activate the option. 
 
① Edit input river cross section files (i.e. width, depth, height) and flow direction files to add 

necessary diversion channels (e.g green arrow for the below figure). 
 

② Check a origin cell (loc_i_org, loc_j_org) and a destination cell (loc_i_dest, loc_j_dest). 
Both the origin and destination cells must be specified on river grid-cells. Typically these 
two are adjacent, but not necessary (i.e. diverted water can jump into an apart cell). 
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In this program, the variable “div_id_max” is defined automatically as the number of the 
diversions (i.e. the number of lines in “div_sample.txt”). Users need to edit the above blue 
lines to define the portion (or other rule) for each diversion. Add another set of lines for 
another diversion started with if (l.eq.2) etc. For the above example, 10% of flow from the 
main stream at (loc_i = 1, loc_j = 2) is diverted to the stream at (loc_i = 2, loc_j = 3). 
 

⑤ Activate this option by setting flag 1 on L70 and specify the diversion file name on L71 in 
RRI_Input.txt. 

 
8.11 Dam option (for advanced users) 

 
RRI model can simulate the effect of dam reservoirs in a simple way. The dam model has two 
parameters: outflow discharge and maximum storage volume. The model takes storage 
volume as a state variable, which continues being updated based on simulated inflow and 
outflow. The outflow is maintained at a certain discharge rate that is lower than the inflow 
rate until the storage volume reaches the dam’s maximum storage level. After the storage 
volume exceeds the maximum level, the model is designed to release the water at the same 
rate as the inflow rate. The parameters must be determined based on dam operation records. 
The followings are the basic steps to activate the dam model. 
 
① Prepare a dam parmmeter file by the following format. 

 

 
② Activate the dam model by setting flag 1 on L65 and specify the dam file name on L66 in 

RRI_Input.txt. 
 

2 
Bhumibol 166 71 5800000000 150 
Sirikit  135 166 3510000000 500 

dam names, loc_i_dam, loc_j_dam, storage volume [m3], constant discharge [m3/s] 

dam_sample.txt 
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